Wabtec Electronic Train Management Systems (ETMS)

The Wabtec Electronic Train Management System (ETMS) integrates new technology with existing train control and operating systems to enhance train operation safety. ETMS helps prevent track authority violations, speed limit violations, and unauthorized entry into work zones – all of which reduce the potential for train accidents. ACS Solutions is the connectivity vendor for the GPS and cabling and is an approved vendor for the Class 1 Railroads.

ACS Part Number 30133.XXX
TMC POWER CABLE, REF # 26832P, 5POS
PWR CONN TO RING LUG, 2EA 1C 14AWG w/
EXPANDO SLEEVE

ACS Part Number 30059
GARMIN GPS ANTENNA ASSEMBLY, ALUM
MTG PLATE, 6 POS MALE CIRC CONN., 48”
CABLE TAIL

ACS Part Number 28467-1.XXX
M12/M12 MALE 8 PIN A-CODE 4PR/24AWG
SOL SHLD CAT5 PVC ASSY

*XXX Indicates Length in Feet

*Not all inclusive. Please call for items not listed.